The internet provides equal access
and a blind platform for fair
divisions of assets

Being in the same room or walking through
a home deciding who gets what puts
unnecessary emotional strain on an already
challenging situation

How can FairSplit help with my
Divorce Division?
Divorcing Parties Often Want All
Items

How does it work?
þ List all assets to be divided online, and
assign values, estimated or appraised
(or use the On-Site Listing Services)
þ Invite parties to the division and assign
their entitled percentage of the total
estate
þ A fair division process is applied to
allocate assets to beneﬁciaries,
combining emotional and monetary
values
þ Each party’s share of the personal
property and other assets is allocated
and tracked with reports

Reduce the conﬂict and feelings of inequity in
a divorce by impartially listing, valuing and
dividing the assets online. Challenges of
valuing items, or selecting assets in person
can be reduced with the FairSplit impartial
online personal property division system.
Divide furniture, art, linens or even holiday
vacation days with the children with neither
party having an advantage. Get creative and
use the impartial platform to divide fairly and
peacefully.

What are your Divorce Division Needs?
Collaborative Divorces
Contentious Divorces
Legal Guidance
Emotional Guidance

FairSplit is most often used to list and divide
items accumulated over the years of a marriage
like furniture, art and household items, but can
also be used on all assets and liabilities’
assignments. Dividing major items are often
determined by the rules of your state, or mutual
agreement, like a house, retirement funds, debt,
child support, spousal support, etc. For other
items, FairSplit is a blind system, making it fair to
both parties. Some key features our software
oﬀers:
þ Easy to add photos and appraisals
þ Quick creation of household items list, and
other assets and liabilities lists
þ Both parties and their representatives may
access the list to validate
þ Methods of division are determined by
goals and concerns of both parties but
include known division methods like
selection order for alternating selection
with an Emotional Value round used for the
charged items initially
þ Printable reports
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FairSplit helps
divide things,
not families

We Can Do Your On Site
Asset Photography, Listing
and Valuing
Several FairSplit tools are available to
allow “do it yourself” listing of assets
that ease the challenge of preparing an
estate to divide. It can however be an
overwhelming undertaking, so FairSplit
has set up a nationwide network of
agents to photograph the assets room by
room, list and impartially value, leaving
only editing for the Executor or Trustee
before a division takes place.
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